PASS THE WHISTLE PROGRAM
A Parent Code of Conduct

The Licking County Family YMCA and all associated sports programs are
guided by four core values: caring, honesty, respect, and responsibility. All
participants/spectators of LCFYMCA organized sports programs are expected
to conduct themselves in a manner that exemplifies these values. To ensure
an enjoyable program for program participants, all parents/spectators must
agree to the following code of conduct in its entirety.

Expectations:
• No individual shall use any language or behavior towards a player, staff member,
oficial or another individual in attendance that is deemed inappropriate or
offensive.
• No person in attendance shall be under the influence of drugs, alcohol or any other
mind/behavior altering substance.
• No individual shall show an act of aggression or public display of hostility, which
leads to another person’s safety being threatened.

Consequences:
Any individual in violation of the expectations listed above, or whom is
removed from a sporting event, facility or event for any reason will be
subject to the disciplinary actions listed below.
• A written apology to the individuals offended with the above actions.
• To officiate a game/event of equal status in which they were previously removed
from.
• In the event the removal happens at season’s conclusion, the individual will be
required to donate an hour and a half of community service time to the LCFYMCA
completing tasks that directly benefit the program from which they were
removed.

If an individual refuses to comply with the conditions of the program the participant and
all associated parties will be dismissed from the current program along with future
ones. Compliance with the Pass The Whistle Program will help ensure a positive
experience for all participants. Any individual entering LCFYMCA facilities will be subject
to this program.
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